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Linear Dynamics
for Everyone
> Part 3: Extracting real quantitative data to
anticipate everything from earthquakes to rocket launches.

If you’ve kept up with this series of ar-ticles, you now know more about the
dynamic behavior of structures than
95 percent of your peer group within

the design and engineering world. And
after reading about how vibration analysis
reveals key information about structural
behavior (see DE, April and May 2008),
the terms “natural frequencies, normal
mode shapes, mass participation factors,
and strain energy” have become integral
to your vocabulary.
Up to this point the discussion has cen-

tered on qualitative terms about the me-
chanical response of structures due to dy-
namic loading. In this last part, we'll show
how to extract real quantitative data (i.e.,
displacements and stresses) from a sim-
ple normal-modes analysis.

DOING IT ONTHE CHEAP
The dynamic response of a structure is de-
rived from its individual normal modes. If
you hit your structure, its dynamic re-
sponse is formed by the summation of its
individual modes. Mathematically, we
know that each one of our normal modes
has a frequency, a mode shape, and a bit of
mass associated with that shape (a mass
participation factor). All of this data is de-
rived from the basic equation of motion:

ma+kx = 0
From this equation, the standard linear
dynamics solution can be derived as:

v = K / m
where v is the frequency or eigenvalue of
the system. Since no forces are involved
in this equation we can't have any real dis-

placements or stresses.
If wewant real data, we need real forces

as in: (ma+kx = F).
The brute-force approach is to solve the

model in the time domain. A time-based
displacement, force, or acceleration load is
inserted into the model and then the com-
puter makes a few thousand solves. At
some later date, we then wade through
piles of output data (remember, we are

doing a complete solve at each time step)
to figure out what went wrong, when, and
where. This can be a daunting task and is
often just plain impractical.
If the loads are frequency-based (dis-

placement, force, or acceleration as a func-
tion of frequency), then the door is wide
open to all sorts of very numerically effi-
cient solution strategies. First you perform
a normal modes analysis and then apply a

This is a satellite FEAmodel showing instrumentation attachment points (black squares) for
idealized mass elements as defined by a center of gravity connected by rigid links (orange lines).
The model is driven with an input power spectral density (PSD) function.
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frequency-based load. A linear solve is
made only at each normal mode or eigen-
value. The resulting displacements and
stresses can be viewed individually or
summed in some fashion to arrive at a
combined damage response to the load-
ing. The technique is extremely useful be-
cause you have reduced the number of
solves from thousands to just a handful.
Although we can't use this technique for
every type of structure (linear behavior
only), when you can use it, you have the
ability to quickly gain insight into the dy-
namic behavior of the structure on the
cheap (minutes versus days).

MODAL FREQUENCY SWEEP (MFS)
Frequency-based loads are more common
than you might think. Our previous ex-
ample was of a vibratory conveyor. Since
that was rather straightforward, let's look
at something a bit more complex.
Figure 1 shows a high-precision opti-

cal-mirror assembly that will be attached
to an airplane or helicopter. Airborne
structures provide a vibration-rich envi-

ronment with their high-speed gearbox-
es, jet turbines, rotating blades, etc. To as-
sess the robustness of the design, you can
perform a virtual shaker-table experiment.
Our desired output is the deflection re-
sponse at the focal point of the mirror un-
der severe vibration.
Without having to build themirror, you

can input a sin sweep of 1g from 200 to
3000Hz to the model, and see what gets
amplified or harmonically driven in the
structure. Figures 2a and 2b show the out-
put graph of acceleration and displacement
as a function of frequency for the sin sweep.
The mirror system has eigenvalues at

710, 1292, 1570, 1996Hz, etc. But as shown
in Figures 2a and 2b, only the mode at 710
Hz creates any real sympathetic acceler-
ations and displacements. This is logical

since this mode is aligned with the forcing
function and has a mass participation fac-
tor of 35 percent in the direction of the
forcing function. In a way, we knewwhat
the results would be before we ran the
analysis. But now we have real numbers.

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (PSD) ANALYSIS
Satellites are expensive and failure is even
more expensive. During launch (Figure 3a)
they get pounded by a broad and chaotic
spectrum of vibrations (accelerations) from
the rocket motor, stage separation, acousti-
cal noise, etc. No single acceleration fre-
quency dominates and there are multiple
layers of noisy events that occur randomly.
To numerically model such loading, a

statistical approach is used where acceler-
ation measurements are converted into a
power spectral density (PSD) functionwith
units of acceleration squared against fre-
quency (Figure 3b). Once again, we have a
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Figures 2a and 2b: Virtual shaker-table results of acceleration and displacement at the focal point
of the large airborne-mountedmirror showing acceleration in cm per second on the y-axis of
2a and displacment in cm on the y-axis in 2b.

Figure 3a: A rocket launch and other chaotic
events create vibration (acceleration) spectra
that are best idealized in a statistical sense
via power spectral density functions.

Continued on page 70

1) If you review the normal mode re-
sponse, itsmodes and itsmass participa-
tion factors, you might not need these
more advanced techniques.
2) If you go aheadwith this analysis, con-
vert all loads into the frequency domain.
3) Results from modal frequency analy-
ses are in the frequencydomain.Theypro-
vide a virtual snap shot of your structure
operating at steady state at the forcing
frequency of interest.
4) Results from power spectral density
analyses are averages of the forced re-
sponse.They are estimates of the highest
possible displacements and stresses.

ANALYSIS
CHECKLIST

Figure 3b: The rocket acceleration measure-
ments are converted into a power spectral
density function with units of acceleration
squared against frequency. The applied
load is based on frequency.

Figure 1: This is an image of an advanced opti-
cal platform for an airborne system placed
on a virtual shaker table.
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loading curve where the applied load is based on frequency.
The statistical nature of this calculation comes from the con-

version of the acceleration time history data to the PSD func-
tion. The PSD amplitudes are actually root mean square (RMS) ac-
celeration values that are fitted to a standard statistical
distribution where the mean value is zero and what is plotted is
the standard deviation versus frequency. As non-intuitive as this
may sound, it is a very effective way to convert chaotic, random
noise into a numerically useful load-function.
Another unique aspect of the PSD analysis is that all of the

modes of the structure are assumed to be vibrating or excited by
the PSD function simultaneously. Somewhat like a bell being
rung, the output response is a summation of the amplitudes of all
of the frequencies of the structure within the range of interest.
As an example, an FEAmodel of a satellite (see page 18) has var-

ious instrument payloads represented as mass elements. These
payloads are attached to themain structure of themodelwith rigid
links. Inmany cases, the utility of a PSD analysis is to determine the
transfer function of the structure or how the satellite frame will
transmit acceleration into the instrumentation packages.
The resulting transfer function is just another PSD. We then

use this output to perform amore detailed PSD analysis on the in-
strumentation package to determinewhether it will survive launch.
The dominant mode of the satellite is around 70Hz (Figure 4)

and the output PSD function reflects this fact with a huge spike
at this frequency (marked with a star). If we knew that our in-
strumentation package was susceptible to frequencies at 70Hz,
our design solution would be to develop a stiffer satellite frame
that would not have a dominant normal mode at 70Hz. Even
without the PSD analysis, a clear understanding of the normal
mode frequencies, their mode shapes, and corresponding mass-
participation factors allows you to make valid predictions.
Now you have the concepts, the vocabulary, and the big picture

for operating in the world of linear dynamics. A simple modal
analysis can put you well on the way to successfully meeting
your structural engineering challenges. Why not give it a try?!

George Laird, Ph.D., P.E. is a mechanical engineer with PredictiveEngineer-
ing.com and can be reached at FEA@predictiveengineering.com. You can send
comments about this article to DE-Editors@deskeng.com.
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Figure 4: The output spectral density plot of the satellite analysis indi-
cates the location of the first normal mode with the star marking 70Hz.
The chart shows frequency on the x axis and PSD (g-2/Hz) on the y axis.
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